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Schools often need to store adaptive equipment for special needs students. These items, such 
as wheelchairs, standing aids, and gait trainers, are essential for enriching students’ educational 
experiences, but they’re expensive and often unwieldy and difficult to store.

This large school district had an offsite warehouse in which to store adaptive equipment, but it was 
becoming cluttered and overcrowded. Teachers found it difficult to find what they needed, and the 
time they wasted looking for equipment and moving it around was cutting into their planning time.  
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Sturdy Spacesaver shelving keeps valuable adaptive equipment organized and protected. The system 
saves teachers’ time, which gives them more time to spend planning and working with students.  

The local Spacesaver consultant worked with teachers to design a storage system that optimizes 
space, saves time, and protects the district’s investment in adaptive equipment. First, he measured 
the space and gained an understanding of what was currently being stored and what might need to 
be stored in the future. Then he designed Spacesaver RaptorRAC® Widespan Shelving systems that 
were a perfect fit for the space and the stored items. After the design was approved, he worked with 
the local factory-certified Spacesaver technicians to coordinate installation.

The system is working well for the school district, and the shelving is ready to be placed on a mobile 
rail-and-carriage system in the future if the stored items exceed capacity.
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